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With clienteling capabilities, you deliver an efficient and personalised service to every customer that 

enters your store through composable clienteling and assisted-selling solutions for Store Associates, 

and facilitate advanced fulfilment-from-store for your omnichannel customers. 



By deploying clienteling, your store staff will be able to provide tailored recommendations and surface 

cross-sell opportunities by accessing a 360 degree view of your customer in-store. This is possible 

only if your Clienteling solution is composable, meaning it can be connected seamlessly to your 

existing CRM/CDP systems.



With the right provider, you will increase in-store and online sales, as well as increase customer LTV, 

by leveraging a customer’s preferences, previous online, offline & remote selling behaviours and 

purchase history. To provide this superior level of service, you need three primary inputs:



Looking for more information on how to choose the right in-store Clienteling 
solution for your Sales Associates? To assist you in making your decision, we’ve 
compiled a Buyer’s Guide where we’ll walk you through the questions you should 
be asking at every stage of your decision making process - and what answers to 
look out for. But firstly, what exactly is Clienteling?


What is Clienteling and what can you achieve with it?

In-store

Clienteling 

Solution

Customer Data 
(CRM, CDP)

Product Detail 
 & Inventory 

(PIM, IMS/OMS)



Clienteling software can be deployed in a number of months, or matter of weeks, depending on 

the vendor you decide to work with. Understanding how easily it integrates with your existing 

systems and how quickly the solution can be configured to reflect your business needs are two 

important areas to consider. Once you have an understanding of the effort needed, you will then 

want to understand the likely impact on business critical KPIs such as In-store Sales and 

Customer LTV, so think about picking a vendor who has these analytics easily available to show 

the value and ROI on demand.
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The following key questions you should be asking your 
Clienteling vendors will now be covered in this guide:

This guide will now focus on each section individually, so you are armed with the right 

questions to ask as part of your due diligence for finding the perfect clienteling provider.

My Business Readiness: What can I achieve given my 
current technology infrastructure?


Solution Readiness and Configurability: Does the 
solution require extra development or just integrations? 
Is the UI/UX (look and feel of the solution) configurable? 


Ease of Deployment: How difficult is it to integrate with 
my existing technologies and how are staff trained?


In-store Data Capture: Can I capture in-store customer 
behaviour data and use across other channels?


Measurement: What can I expect to achieve with the 
solution, and how can I measure this success?


Proven Successes: What evidence do you have of the 
solution being successfully used today?
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What level of personalisation can I achieve with your solution given 
my current technology infrastructure?

Clienteling is not a stand-alone solution that provides your team with the ability to deliver highly 

personalised shopping experiences at the flip of a switch. The software surfaces data from existing 

systems to deliver the service. The good clienteling providers will then go one step further by using 

proprietary and partner technologies to make this data actionable, providing sales team with the 

actions, additional content and tailored talking points needed to personalise the experience.










Clienteling Ecosystem 

Q: What data feeds / APIs are needed in order to launch Clienteling software?

As shown above, clienteling is a tool to provide hyper-personalised shopping experiences, so the 

primary data feeds / APIs needed are related to general product information, customer profiles and 

their points of engagement across offline, online and remote channels. The basics begin with your 

CRM, but in order to future proof your project, you will want the vendor to be able to integrate with 

your CDP and / or Marketing Automation Platform to accept data from all engagement channels and 

give Sales Associates maximum visibility on customer behaviour. 




Questions to ask

Personalised  
Recommendations

Customer Wish Lists

Purchase History

Customer Profile

CRM

PIME-com

IMS

CRM CDP

Feeds or API calls

API Calls

CRM E-com CDP

Product Details

Inventory

Product Content

CRM E-com OMS

PIM DAME-com

Clienteling 
Solution
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1 Business Readiness



A vendor should be flexible enough to integrate with 
your existing infrastructure (Phase 1), but is prepared to 
integrate other systems and data sources when ready

Does the solution require extra development or just integrations, 
and is the UI/UX configurable? 

Q: Do you have a readily available native app solution?

Asking the question if the vendor has a native app will reveal how much time and effort will be needed 

on your end to deploy the solution. A native app will be pre-built and allow you to plug and play 

through simple integrations with your existing technology stack. 

Q: Is your app configurable? How difficult it is to 
adapt the look & feel to reflect our branding? 

The extent to which a solution is configurable can be a 

deal-breaker for some retailers - configuring a solution is the 

closest you will get to deploying a bespoke solution. Will they 

not allow configuration at all, allow you to change the colours 

and apply your logo only, or go as far as configuring layouts?

Once a vendor has an understanding of your current technology infrastructure, the next thing for them 

to tell you is the additional (if any) developments required on your side to deploy. The better vendors 

out there will not require you to do any development at all, and will simply integrate their solutions with 

your existing tech stack and allow configuration on the look and feel. 











Questions to ask
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Q: What if we don’t have all of the systems identified in place?

This question will reveal the flexibility of the vendor’s solution to see if you can launch with a “light” 

version and align to your wider (re)-platforming roadmap. For example, your phase 1 implementation 

might include the general profile of your customer and their purchasing history, whilst phase 2 will 

add e-commerce behaviour and marketing engagement, and phase 3 will incorporate notes from 

previous remote selling conversations via WhatsApp or Video.


2 Solution Readiness
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How difficult is it to integrate with my existing technologies and 
train staff on the solution?
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When choosing a clienteling tool, the integration process should be one of your first considerations - 

how long will this take to integrate and how easy is it for staff to be trained on the solution? 

Questions to ask

Q: What kind of tracking and monitoring systems do you have in place to 
identify issues early and ensure integration stability? 

Given that some Clienteling solutions might require quite a few different integrations (some of them 

via feeds, others via APIs), make sure that your vendor captures all the app statistics and has a 

detailed monitoring and alert systems. This will help the vendor and your teams be proactive in 

identifying integration issues quickly before the staff even notices them.


Q: What does the onboarding/ training process look like?

A good UI/UX is paramount to not only the onboarding of staff, but also the ongoing use of the 

solution, as the better solutions in the market will be intuitive to use. You will, however, also want to 

choose a vendor that has a thorough onboarding programme in place that includes a variety of 

different options, from in-person or remote training, through to materials for self-training.

Solutions should be quick to deploy and intuitive 
for staff to use to ensure high adoption levels

3 Ease of Deployment

Q: How difficult and long is the implementation process?
Ease of integration should be top of mind when launching clienteling. Look for solutions that 

integrate with your existing tech, data formats & APIs, and have pre-built integrations or plug-ins into 

these systems. That way, you can go live in a matter of weeks instead of months. Furthermore, 

asking if the solution is modular will reveal if you have to deploy all the features in one go, or if you 

can decide to “switch on” features at a later time when you feel ready, such as remote selling.






Your clienteling solution will display valuable insights for Store 
Associates to use in-store, but can the solution also capture 
in-store behaviour data to use across other channels?

More and more customers start their journey in one channel but complete the transaction in another. 

For instance, shoppers love to research online, purchase offline (ROPO) and vice versa. We know how 

valuable online behavioural data can be for personalising the in-store experience, but you should also 

ask your vendor how the in-store data being collected (such as interests and “abandoned baskets”) can 

be used for attributing the sale to another channel, or how these in-store insights can be used to 

personalise the online experience and used for retargeting by marketing.












Q: What information will be available for Store Associates to see?

The experience that a customer receives will be greatly enhanced when the store associate can 

access more data, so aside from the basic CRM customer profile, find out what supplementary insights 

are made available through the solution - one of the most valuable is behavioural data.


Q: What in-store data is captured and how is this accessed by the business? 

The use of in-store technologies opens a black box of data that has rarely been made available before 

to retailers and Clienteling is no exception. Every click, tap or swipe of an in-store digital solution 

should be recorded as an activity and made available to you in an easy to digest format. Find out what 

is recorded from your vendors and how these insights are surfaced to your team. 




Questions to ask

Clienteling must support an omnichannel strategy, so choose 
a solution that connects online and offline channels both ways
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4 In-store Data Capture

Personalised 


In-Store Experience
Enabled by Clienteling


Solution 
Online Experience

Enabled by Commerce,  
CRM, OMS

Online Experience
Enabled by Commerce,  

CRM, OMS



What can I expect to achieve and how can I measure this?

When choosing between clienteling providers, some of the questions on your mind could include - how 

will we benefit from this digital investment, how will the customer experience change, and what does 

the return on investment look like? Find out by asking your shortlisted providers these key questions:















Q: Do you have a reporting dashboard - and who has access to this?

As with any digital investment, it’s important to see how the business is benefiting from your chosen 

clienteling tool. With this in mind, look for a vendor that can either easily export the raw usage data or 

provide a full reporting dashboard on pre-agreed KPIs. These insights should be made available to 

both HQ and stores. As a next step, ask if your vendor can integrate with transaction data from e-com 

and POS to surface insights on how clienteling is directly contributing to sales & conversion.
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Questions to ask

Clienteling is a strategy to drive business critical KPIs - ensure 
your vendor can measure success against these

Q: How can we measure the success of your clienteling tool?

One of the simplest ways to measure the impact of clienteling is to run a proof-of-concept in a group of 

trial stores. That way, you can compares KPIs between stores with and without clienteling. Also, look at 

how customer-specific KPIs (such as purchase frequency and basket size) change if they have been 

served with the help of a clienteling tool.

Q: What benefits can we expect to see from clienteling? 

There are big sales opportunities to be had with the right clienteling solution. Not only will you 

empower sales associates with expert product knowledge & styling tools, but you’ll also provide them 

with a host of actionable insights about customers. This will improve customer conversion, basket size 

and LTV - after all, when treated to personalised shopping experiences, customers don’t just stay loyal, 

but transact with bigger baskets too. This is more key than ever before with rising acquisition costs.






5 Measurement
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What evidence is there of your solution being successfully and 
securely used today?

It’s easy for vendors to sell the clienteling dream, but you will want to see real-life examples from 

retailers that have successfully launched. Results and returns are great indicators but ensure that you 

also ask for testimonials on business readiness, security, speed and ease of deployment too.

Questions to ask



Awards serve as an important independent benchmark for performance. When evaluating vendors, 

look out for whether they’ve been recognised or shortlisted for delivering best-in-class service.

Q: Do you have any independent accreditations for your customer service, 
products, or innovation?


Q: How can we be sure the solution will be suitable for us?

Seek out a provider that services other similar customers, and as a final thought, look for a clienteling 

solution that provides a proof of concept phase for you to “test” clienteling in a small number of stores, 

and a modular approach to scale up features at the right time for your business.
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Request examples of ease and speed of deployment, 
as well as examples of business value being derived

6 Proven Successes

Lars Erik WhiteLists

VIP Client

Birthdays

Gold
Loyalty status

400
Bonus points

Pants

Top

Shoes

M

Unknown 38

Sizes

Colors

General info

31 May 1986 Male

Gender

Birth date

Club promotions 

OFF

10%

Welcome voucher
Valid till 26 Aug

OFF

15%

Birthday voucher
Valid till 26 Aug

OFF

5%

Gift voucher

Valid till 26 Aug

OFF

5%

Gift voucher

Valid till 26 Aug

Personal promotions

View more

Kings Will Dream ELGO

S/M, M, L, XL

New
Jack & Jones JJIMAR

S/M, M, L, XL

Jack & Jones JJIR

XS, XS/S, S, S/M, M

Levis slim fitS, M, L

Only & Sons ONSLINUS
M, L, XXL

Personal recommendations

View more

Adidas ADICOLOR CL...

£ 150 £ 105
XS, XS/S, S, S/M, M...

Nike£ 150 £ 105M, L, XXL
Sergio Tacchini SANT...

£ 150 £ 105S, M, L, XXL
Ellesse Lionas TRACK

£ 150 £ 105S, M, L, XXL

Fila£ 150 £ 105S, M, L, XXL

£ 150XS, XS/S, S, S/M, M...

Recommended looks

View more

? Man outfit 2
by Anette Hansen 

13 Man outfit 2
by Anette Hansen 

13 Man outfit 2
by Anette Hansen 

13 Man outfit 2
by Anette Hansen 
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Purchases and history

View more

Barbour internationalL

Adidas ADICOLOR CL...
One size

BOSS Skeevito Fleec...
L

Online

Ralph LaurenM/L
Online

Ralph LaurenM/L

Back

Home

Request for fitting

View map

Available online

Available in 4 other stores

Available in this store

Size: M

Proving warmth without the weight, this lightweight 

parka features velcro cuffs, a toggled hem and a 

large funnel neck hood. Sporting an offbeat colour 

block design, the Soapy Cotton Nylon Parka is per...More info

AR6631-004

Red Leopard Maxi Dress£ 99.00

Peep-toe Boots
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40

Peep-toe Boots
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40

Peep-toe Boots
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40

Nike Circuit Logo Ess...
One sizeOnline only

You might also like

Looks with this product
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Help

Back

9:41

Menu

Looks

Materials

Customer
Profile

Contact Lists

Discover
More

Catalogue

Scan  Barcode

Basket

Orders

Cash

Q: How will you protect our customer data?

A strong clienteling provider will maintain key certifications, including GDPR and PCI DSS compliance 

as well as ISO 27001 certifications for security - a copy of your provider’s certifications should be made 

available upon request. Irrespective of whether you’re looking to engage with customers in-store, 

online, or remotely, your vendor should ensure that all customer data remains completely secure and 

cannot be compromised.



Ready to see Mercaux’s Clienteling Solution in Action?

Personalised Customer Experience Capture In-Store Behavioural Data Facilitate Remote Selling from Store

Clienteling Vendor Spotlight

Mercaux is transforming legacy Point of Sale into a suite of composable ‘Points of Service’ solutions 
that supports a customer’s entire in-store path-to-purchase, from product discovery and 
personalisation all the way through to checkout, and beyond. We’re a proud member of the MACH 
Alliance - an independent organisation on a mission to future proof enterprise technology and to 
propel current and future digital experiences with open and connected enterprise tech.



Mercaux works with leading retailers such as Jigsaw, River Island, and PVH to help them provide 
highly personalised customer experiences at every channel and touchpoint. 



Click the button below to arrange a convenient time to connect with a member of Mercaux’s team and 
whilst you’re waiting, download their .
Clienteling Solution overview PDF here

Mercaux's Clienteling Solution gives retailer the power to deliver an efficient and hyper-personalised 
experience to every customer that enters your store by achieving a single customer view across all 
channels. In addition, retailers can create tailored talking tracks for Remote Selling conversations, and 
enable advanced fulfilment-from-store and smart returns for your omnichannel customers through 
integration with your distributed OMS provider. Integrating with a retailer’s existing technology stack 
means there is no need to replatform, enabling you to go live in a matter of weeks.


Let’s Talk
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Sales associates have been empowered by Mercaux’s Clienteling 
Solution to offer a highly personalised and seamless service that is 
improving customer loyalty — we’ve been very impressed by it.

Fashion Retailer

https://mercaux.com/mach-alliance.html
https://mercaux.com/mach-alliance.html
https://f.hubspotusercontent20.net/hubfs/3336870/Solutions%20Overview/Clienteling%20-%20Solution%20Overview.pdf?utm_source=report&utm_medium=buyers-guide&utm_campaign=clienteling
https://meetings.hubspot.com/valery-archange/meet-with-mercaux-team?utm_source=clienteling-buyers-guide&utm_medium=meeting-request&utm_campaign=clienteling-buyers-guide-2023

